Marsh Musings

by Dr. Lenore Tedesco

Happy summer, friends and supporters of the Wetlands Institute.
With the warmer weather of spring came the arrival of many of our friends — friends with feathers, our prehistoric friends, and our
two-legged friends. It’s the start of the busy season in Cape May County, and it is indeed a spectacle to be witnessed. Being that it
was my first spring migration here, it’s pretty fascinating. Our boisterous friends the Willets arrived right on cue and set up their nesting
territories in the marsh. We enjoyed a wonderful Covered Dish Dinner on April 27th from our colleague at The Nature Conservancy, Joe
Smith. He told us all about the amazing journey they make to the marshes of South America and the great work TNC is doing. I was out
in the field with them at the end of May to see firsthand how their capture and banding program works. Close on the heels of the Willets
came the school groups and the start of the SEAS (Science Education at Sea) programs for school-age youth. They are as boisterous as
the Willets but aren’t restricted to the marsh!
Of course the spring migration also heralded the arrival of the World Series of Birding. I joined the Marshketeers for the annual
marathon birding event. A big thanks to my fellow teammates, Anne Galli and team captain and chief scout, Michael Flemming. Our two
drivers, Dennis Kays and Lois Hamilton, did a great job of keeping us safe and getting us all over Cape May County in the Marshketeer
Mobile provided by Burke Motor Group. Thanks to everyone that sponsored us and look for us again next year. Highlights of the day are
provided later in the newsletter.
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las and reported spawning numbers to the Delaware Sea Grant
project that is tracking horseshoe crab spawning at 25 beaches
in Delaware Bay (more info on the project can be found on our
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are hopeful that their numbers are on the increase but will have
to wait and see. The arrival of the horseshoe crabs — as you all
know — marks the arrival of the shorebirds that are arriving back
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Unfortunately, horseshoe crab numbers remain at relatively low
numbers in comparison to historic levels. To help address the
problem in a unique way, the Wetlands Institute is partnering
with several research and education groups in southern New Jersey in a new project. The Horseshoe Crab Enhancement Initiative is a
partnership project supporting the stewardship and restoration of horseshoe crab populations in New Jersey. Our approach is to apply
modern aquaculture techniques to restore an ancient animal. Rutgers University scientists are developing the initiative to culture horseshoe crabs, Limulus polyphemus, to improve the Delaware Bay stock and thus the Delaware Estuary ecosystem. In collaboration with
partner organizations, the project seeks to raise public awareness on policy issues associated with the horseshoe crab population and to
engage students and the public in stewardship of this valuable resource. Beginning in a few weeks, staff from the Wetlands Institute, along with project partners,
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